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Abstract: Thermogravimetric analysis (TG) is a rapid method for the determination of protecting the 

ability of thin film coatings in addition to oxidation kinetics. Boron carbide (B4C) reinforced Ti-6Al-4V 

thin films were deposited through the magnetron sputtering coating technique. The effect of 0, 2, 4, 6 

and 8 Wt. % of B4C adding on microstructure, thermal behaviour and hardness of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C coatings 

were investigated. Thermal analysis of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C coatings with varying percentage of B4C resulted 

in the establishment of an exothermic peak, for the reason that reduction in the oxidation of coating. 

The thermal behaviour of coating was improved by B4C addition; those coatings are recommended for 

practical application. It was proven that the addition of B4C not only alters the thermal stability but also 

transforms the mechanism of oxidation. It was absolutely unconcealed that the Ti-6Al-4V-B4C film 

oxidization may be a multi-staged procedure subject on the heating rate. An occurrence of formal 

treatment for obtaining Kissinger’s assessment mechanics for various oxidization levels is additionally 

valid. The addition of B4C was supported to enhance the nanohardness of the coating. The 

morphology, composition and structure of the thin film coatings were examined by way of SEM, AFM 

and XRD. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Thermally stabled thin film coatings are commonly used as a 

protection shield for hot gas turbine engine parts by dropping 

the metal substrate temperatures (Padture, Gell & Jordan, 

2002). According to the literature, typical ceramic coatings are 

applied to provide thermal insulation of engineering 

components. In order to develop the sturdiness and efficiency 

of gas turbine engines, it is essential to create a substitute 

ceramic coating appropriate for applications more than 

1000°C (Belmonte, 2006; Stecura, 1986). In such a way that the 

physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique has been used for 

the deposition of hard thin film coatings (Yang, Cho, & Lin, 

2014). Also, magnetron sputtering is a common technique to 

produce thin film coatings with better quality because it is 

unnecessary a post-deposition treatement (Selvakumar & 

Prince, 2017). However, the surface engineering arena is 

mainly focused on carbides and nitrides-based coatings 

because of its extraordinary hardness (Robinson & 

Jackson, 2005). 

A high sensitive TG/DTA analysis was employed to analyze 

the thermal behaviour of thin-film coatings. Also, the addition  

of boron carbide particles enhanced the thermal stability  

(Polyakova & Hübert, 2001). The mass loss of Al-TiC   

 

nanocomposites happened for the period of decomposition 

of nanoparticles and the particle size variation of TiC affects 

the conversion of enthalpy. (Selvakumar, Sivaraj, & 

Muthuraman, 2016) discussed weight gain due to the micron 

size particle by DSC analysis and weight gain was identified at 

825°C. (Azhagurajan, Selvakumar, & Mohammed Yasin, 2012) 

reported that nanoparticles expose superior thermal 

behaviour than micron-sized particles. Moreover, high thermal 

energy was created by nanosized aluminium powder. 

Nanoindentation procedure is universally used for calculating 

nanohardness of the thin film coatings. Mechanical properties 

of various coatings can be analyzed by the AFM 

nanoindentation technique (An, Wen, Hu, Tian, & Zheng, 

2008). The present work focuses on investigating the thermal 

behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C thin film coatings with varying B4C 

content. Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C thin film coatings with different 

compositions (x= 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8) were prepared using the 

magnetron sputtering method. The impact of the B4C content 

addition on the microstructure, thermal behaviour and 

nanohardness of the coatings was inspected. 
 

2. Investigations 
 

The process flow diagram of the experimental study is shown 

in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Process flow diagram. 
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2.1. Materials 

Mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy have higher 

at normal atmospheric temperatures. B4C is an immensely 

unbreakable ceramic in addition to standing third behind the 

precious stone as well as cubic boron nitride. The powders Ti, 

Al, V and B4C supplied by M/s. Sigma Aldrich (India) were used 

as a target material. AISI 1040 steel plates were purchased 

from M/s. steel mart Mumbai. 
 

2.2. Preparation of the thin film 
The starting materials used for preparing targets are Ti, Al, V 

and B4C with a particle size <5 µm. The target of a 50 mm 

diameter with 3 mm thickness was produced through vacuum 

condition under a uniaxial load of 750 MPa at room 

temperature. The prepared target particle size of 0.5–5 µm was 

observed with irregular and angular shapes were obtained by 

SEM and shown in Fig. 2. The mirror-polished AISI 1040 was 

used as a substrate for coating with measurements of 50 mm 

diameter and 3 mm thickness. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. SEM image of precompacted Ti-6Al-4V-8B4C powders. 

 

2.3. Characterization of the thin films 
The XPERT-PRO diffractometer was used to analyze the 

crystalline structure of the coating. A Cu Kα radiation (k = 

1.54060 Å) was utilized, 2θ range of 10–80° with 30 kV and 30 

mA was used. Nanohardness of the coating was executed by 

AFM XE-70, Park Systems made by South Korea through the 

AFM nanoindentation technique. 
 

2.4. Procedure of TG/DTA study 
Ti-6Al-4V-B4C thin films were inspected through Differential 

Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TG) 

in the air by SIINT 6300 analyzer, (Japan). An approximately 10 

mg of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C coated thin film isolated samples (2x2mm) 

were heated up to 1000°C with a heating rate of 10°C/min 

under atmospheric air in an open platinum crucible. An 

amendment of mass with respect to temperature was resolute 

and brought as a mass changing rate (TG curve) for 

comparison against DTA curves. DTA curve signifies that heat 

flow variations throughout heating by way of physical 

transformations furthermore as chemical reactions within the 

sample. The melting, crystallization and ignition behaviour of 

Ti-6Al-4V-B4C thin film was investigated by using DTA. 

Equation (1) (Lin, Mishra, Moore, & Sproul, 2008) describes the 

relationship between the highest temperature Tm of the 

exothermic oxidation reaction and activation energy of Ti-6Al-

4V- B4C thin film. 
 

Ln (
∅

𝑇𝑚
2 ) =  − 

𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝑇𝑚
+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡                                                           (1) 

 

Where k = gas constant (eVK-1), ϕ = heating rate (Ks-1), Tm = 

exothermic oxidation reaction peak temperature (K), Ea= 

activation energy (eV atom-1) 
 

3. Results and discussion 
 

3.1. XRD analysis 
XRD peaks of 8% B4C reinforced Ti-6Al-4V is shown in Figure 3. 

Various elements present in the coating was confirmed 

through elements peaks; Ti peaks represented by high-

intensity peaks with 2θ values of 35.1°, 40.2°, 62.9°, 70.6°, 76.1°  

and 77.3° fit into the crystal planes of (1 0 0), (1 0 1), (1 1 0), (1 0 

3), (1 1 2)  and (2 0 1) are authenticate by JCPDS 89-2762. Also, 

another element of Aluminium was acknowledged by different 

peaks with 2θ values of 38.4°, 44.8° and 78.3° through (1 1 1), (2 

0 0) and (3 1 1)  planes authenticate by JCPDS file no 89-4037. 

Vanadium peak is identified at (1 1 0) plane with a 2θ angle of 

41.2° and authenticate by JCPDS file no 65-6689. The 2θ values 

of 53.4°, 58.8° and 65.1° through (2 0 0), (2 1 4) and (0 2 7) planes 

have confirmed the presence of Boron carbide and 

authenticate by JCPDS file No 75-0424. Based on the presence 

of different peaks present in the coating it is confirmed that no 

oxide peak is identified in the coating. Moreover, XRD patterns 

authenticate the presence of B4C in the coating. The size of the 

particles in the coatings is in nanosized; confirms by peak 

width. 
 

3.2. Thermal studies 

Fig. 4 (a-e) describes the thermal behaviour (TG/DTA) of Ti-6Al-

4V B4C coating with 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8% B4C. Thermogravimetric 

and differential thermal analysis (TG/DTA) techniques were 

enforced to compute the thermal stability of the Ti-6Al-4V- B4C 

thin films at under normal temperature and atmospheric air. 

The weight loss of the Ti-6Al-4V-B4C thin films was noticed. 

Average volatility before melting and melting point of all Ti-

6Al-4V-B4C thin films was mentioned. DLC films were entirely 

wrecked over 500°C, representing the evaporation of the pure  
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DLC films reported by having, Xianghui and Shuichi (2013). 

Conversely, up to 650°C the Ti-6Al-4V- B4C films were stable; 

moreover (Chavin et al., 2013) reported that during heating 

around 600°C the diamond-like carbon coating was 

disappeared. 

In the present study, all the Ti-6Al-4V- B4C thin films were 

heated to 1000°C. The weight loss of the pure Ti-6Al-4V- B4C 

film considerably decreased at temperatures up to 500°C. In  

film considerably decreased at temperatures up to 500°C. In 

addition, the Ti-6Al-4V- B4C thin films are of little volatile 

nature and weight gain was gradually increased above 500°C 

temperature because of the presence of oxygen contents. 

Then, the Ti-6Al-4V-0B4C films wiped out while heated above 

650°C and were not thermally stable when heated over 650°C. 

At the time of heating, the Ti-6Al-4V-0B4C films gained weight 

and the adsorption of oxygen content from the atmospheric 

air was identified (Chavin et al., 2013). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. XRD of coating. 

 
An increase in the ignition temperature was noticed in the 

coating because of the presence of B4C and changes in 

thermal behaviour were also observed. According to the 

results obtained by DTA studies, the effective values of 

activation energy were calculated for the isothermal reduction 

stage for the Ti-6Al-4V-2B4C thin film. The substantial thermal 

response peaks of Ti-6Al-4V-4B4C thin film were in the DTA 

curve as mentioned in Fig. 4 (c). The peak temperatures of Ti-

6Al-4V-4B4C thin films were noted from the first derivative DTA 

curve. A DTA analysis of the Ti-6Al-4V-4B4C deposited film was 

fulfilled to recognize the structural in addition to phase 

changes rise in the DTA curve. 

In Fig. 4 (c), the deposited Ti-6Al-4V-4B4C film encloses an 

amalgamation of dual phases, a bulky amount of hexagonal 

(Ti) phase with (1 0 1), (1 1 0), (1 0 3) and (1 1 2) orientations in 

addition to a small fraction of face center cubic B4C phase with 

(2 0 0), (2 1 4) and (0 2 7) orientation, that confirms the sub-

stoichiometric concentration in this film. At the beginning, two 

exothermal peaks occurred at 325°C and 650°C, which are 

shown in Fig. 4 (c). The mass loss was disclosed within the TG 

curve in the middle of 830°C and 900°C, presenting the best 

decomposition phase of Ti-6Al-4V-4B4C films. The combined 

DTA as well as TG investigation exposed that the Ti-6Al-4V-4 

B4C film was oxidized at 600°C, which matches the onset of the 

weight increase within the TG curve, and therefore the main 

oxidation temperature was at 940°C. However, it was observed 

that oxygen concentration will play a dynamic character in 

deciding the Ti-6Al-4V-4B4C film’s oxidation behaviour.  

It was noted that the mass loss took place at around 425 °C 

and was completed at around 850 °C. The thermal stability of 

B4C had more than Al because B4C had a complex crystal 

structure. Thus, the complex crystal structure of B4C particles 

changed the ignition temperature finally the ignition 

temperature was increased and the thermal behaviour of the 

coating also increased. The slower rate of decomposition was 

observed in the Ti-6Al-4V-6 B4C thin film and it is mentioned in 

Fig. 4 (d). In general, the presence of oxygen particles in the 

atmosphere may react with Al and produces aluminium oxide 

film which is stable and securely adhering. But at the time of 

heating, the aluminium oxide film may decompose. This is 

depicted in Fig. 4 (e) which shows 0.1% and/or 0.2% loss in 

weight. This property becomes modified by the addition of 

reinforcements (Selvakumar & Vettivel, 2013). 

 
3.3. Oxidation behaviour of the coating  
Fig. 4 (a) points out the sample progressed with a weight loss 

up to 825°C additional stable weight gain is achieved up to 

998.6°C within the Ti-6Al-4V- B4C coating as well as Fig. 4 (b) 

point out weight loss progressed with a smaller amount of 

weight gain. Weight gain is expected by the oxidation reaction 

of a coating with nearby atmosphere air. The non-isothermal 

oxidation of thin films by heating to 1000°C at a rate of 10°C 

min-1 is signified by alpha (α) value as a function of 

temperature (T). A further value of α was attained by means of 

dividing the observed weight gain by the theoretical observed 

weight gain evaluated based on Eq. (2). 

 
Ti + O2 → TiO2                                                                                               (2) 

 
Oxidation nature of samples provides nearly a similar 

initiation temperature of approximately 550°C, but not the 

same oxidation temperatures; it varies subject to the coating 

composition. The sample is heated up to 1000 °C. In α-T curves 

with the lower amount of carbon content (2% B4C) give an 

oxidation point at around α = 25%, in contrast to those with a 

better quantity of carbon content that provides around α = 40–

50%. Initially, a slower oxidation rate is perceived, 

subsequently proceeds rapid oxidation due to an increase in 

temperature rise. 
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The thermal changes created by oxidation of Ti-6Al-4V B4C  

thin film are illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) by DTA curves. All examples 

were anticipated with an exothermic peak; the oxidation of Ti-

6Al-4V-B4C thin film generates two overlying exothermic 

peaks. In this manner, the exothermic changes happen 

gradually, a while later a steep rise in temperature reported by 

Prince et al. (2020). 

The isothermal oxidation behaviour of thin-film samples 

was performed at 745°C up to 2000 s and is shown in Fig. 5. The 

oxidation rate turns out to be faster in the order of 8% B4C > 

6% B4C > 4% B4C > 2% B4C > 0% B4C  in agreement with the 

non-isothermal TG as well as DTA results. Also, the peak 

oxidation rate due to the presence of carbon content in the 

form of B4C and the oxidation rate is controlled by B4C 

particles. The oxidation of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C coating is also 

matched according to the thermodynamic data (ΔG) of the 

succeeding Equations (3-5). 

 
Al + O2 = Al2O3                  (3) 

 
V + O2 = V2O5                  (4) 

 
B4C + O2 → B2O3 + CO2                  (5) 

 
The ΔG values for reactions 3 and 4 in an exceeding 

temperature vary of 500–C - 800°C and resembling one 

another. Thus, the ease of oxidation of Ti-6Al-4V- B4C coating  

 

in the above order cannot be delineated by the 

thermodynamic data then again it could be determined by a 

kinetic factor. The oxidation kinetics for Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C   

coating is delineated by a diffusion-limited reaction, signified 

in the Jander equation (Shimada, Johnsson, & Urbonaite, 

2004) (6): 
 

𝐾𝐽𝑡 =  [1 − (1−∝)1/3]
2

                                                                        (6) 
 

Where KJ is the Jander rate constant and t is the time. On 

the other hand, it seems that the oxidation of the Ti-6Al-4V-x 

B4C coating process according to the first-order rate equation (7). 
 

𝐾𝐹𝑡 =  − ln(1 − 𝛼)                                                                                  (7) 
 

where k is the first-order rate constant. Eq. (7) is standard 

for the reason that the nucleation and growth kinetic 

equation. The oxidation of Ti-6Al-4V-x B4C coating was rapid in 

the primary stage (<200 s) that it was not judged. It is 

distinguished that the lower oxidation temperature of Ti-6Al-

4V-xB4C coating at 700°C is imported by way of the first-order 

rate equation, on the other hand, higher temperature 

oxidation (790 and 900°C) is signified by the diffusion-limited 

Jander equation. The thermal alterations progressed in the 

initial oxidation (<2000 s) were monitored in all the samples, 

as presented in Fig. 5, which reported that the zero time for 

oxidation is shifted to every 200 s due to the increase in carbon 

content in the coating. 

 
 

Figure 4. Thermal analysis for Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C coatings with 

 different BAC (%) (a) x=0, (b) x=2, (c) x=4, (d) x=6, I x=8. 
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A large exothermic effect appears in the very early oxidation 

stage <500 s, trailed by slower heat evolution. The isothermal 

oxidation of all conformations was accomplished at a higher 

temperature around 850°C. It is concluded that the oxidation 

of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C coating generates the mass gain that shows 

within the DTA curves. 

A minor weight loss of 1.2 wt.% was noted in the primary 

stage at temperatures not up to 280°C in TG curve could also 

be as a result of adsorbed gases in addition to water particle 

on the sample, for the reason that this weight decrease altered 

by the heating of the sample at 110°C in the TG/DTA curve. 

Afterward, a weight gain increase due to the oxidation starts at 

temperatures beyond 625°C. Once the weight gain starts, in 

contrast with a Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C coating, it is monitored that a 

quick increase in temperatures higher than 850°C that 

correspondingly reveals in DTA curve shifting to the 

exothermic peak. The fractional conversion evaluated by 

considering the weight increase up to 1000°C in TG 

corresponding to the oxidation reaction of Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C to 

Al2O3 was nearby 6% and 21%, in that order. The oxidation 

nature of a Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C to the fractional transformation of 

8% gives the impression to hint at the formation of amorphous  

 

 

 

or poorly crystallized Al. The oxidation of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C takes in 

the formation of intermediate oxides at temperatures as low 

as 600°C. In dissimilarity with such a lower reactivity of Ti-6Al-

4V-xB4C, the oxidation carry on at a more rapid rate at 

temperatures beyond 850°C and achieved the higher 

fractional conversion of 21% at 1000°C.  

The oxygen transference influencing the oxidation frequency 

of the coating and initial range of activation energy is the most 

important dispute to initiate oxidization. At first thermal 

energy for initial oxidation is sufficient to support the diffusion 

of oxygen atoms towards the coating surface, and as a result 

formation of Ti rich region in the coating surface as well as the 

formation of TiO2 identified; it happens mainly because of 

oxygen contents close to the coating surface region. Suddenly, 

the diffusion of Ti and Al ions with atomic oxygen towards the 

inside coating will form a (TiO2, Al2O3) layer on the coating 

surface, which may be performing as an active diffusion barrier 

and down the inside diffusion of the oxygen. In continuation, 

the amorphous oxide thin layer was transformed into a 

crystalline phase by increasing the temperature up to the limit 

of 600°C. On the other hand, by increasing the temperature 

range up to 700°C, the diffusion tracks were destroyed by the  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Isothermal oxidation of the Ti-6Al-4V-XB4C thin film. 
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influence of the oxidation process so that the rate of oxidation 

was reduced. By way of increasing the temperature due to the 

expansion of melted aluminium (in 660°C), it created an 

intense tension on the crust. In the interior, the temperature 

range of 800-900°C, the melt ruptured the crust and saturated 

outward. The interaction of this melt with an oxide 

atmosphere created intense oxidation. Additionally, 

according to the presence of the aluminium leftover in the 

products, it may be inferred that the whole oxidization method 

failed to turn up even up to 1000°C. 
 

3.4. Nanohardness 
Nanohardness of Ti-6Al-4V-2ZrC thin film coatings are 

calculated by the AFM nanoindentation technique. An AFM 

image is obtained through the contact mode AFM procedure 

and depth of penetration during indentation is deliberate 

from the same image. For the period of indentation, a force-

displacement (F-D) curve is secured in addition to 

nanohardness and is evaluated from the relevant F-D curve. 

The maximum of 4 nN load is applied, and after putting on the 

mentioned load, the tip penetrates without obstruction to the 

Ti-6Al-4V-2ZrC coating that is brought to light by way of the 

blue inclined stripe. At that moment, the tip is standing a little 

apart with coating. The nanohardness is calculated by the 

indentation load divided by the projected contact area by 

using Equation (8) (Kailasanathan & Selvakumar, 2012). 

 

 

                                                                    (8) 

 

 
 

where–P - maximum applied load, –c - penetration depth.  

 

The nanoindentation force-displacement curve of the 

different coating is shown in Fig. 6 (a-e). The indentation depth 

of the thin film coating controls the hardness values of the Ti-

6Al-4V-xB4C coated AISI 1040 steel substrate. The contribution 

of the underlying softer substrate with Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C coating 

became more evident with higher hardness. In five coatings, 

all data exhibits that most amazing hardness values are 

around 14.9 GPa. With the increasing B4C content, the 

hardness starts to increase because of substrate effects. Fig. 6 

(a-e) demonstrates the variation in nanohardness of Ti-6Al-4V-

xB4C coating. Constant substrate temperature was maintained 

during the coating time and hardness of the Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C 

composite coatings was increased because of the increase of 

B4C particles. This is because of the B4C content in the coating 

that concedes the development of coarse structures which 

prompts the increase of the nanohardness. The higher 

nanohardness of Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C coatings occurs because of 

the better surface topography and homogeneously dispersion 

of nano B4C particles in the coating. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

(e) 

 
Figure 6. Force-depth curves of nanoindentation test for  

Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C coatings with different B4C 

 (%) (a) x=0, (b) x=2, (c) x=4, (d) x=6, (e) x=8. 
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Fig. 7 shows the nanohardness comparison of Ti-6Al-4V-

xB4C coating with varying B4C %. The nanohardness was 

increased for higher B4C content as well as stable substrate 

temperature. In addition, it is recorded that the nanohardness 

was increased with an increase in the percentage of B4C 

particles. Due to the formation of more B4C particles in the 

coating which acknowledges the formation of coarse 

structures which increases the nanohardness. However, at 

higher B4C contents, nanohardness of the Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C thin 

layers increases, moreover it is clearly stated that 

nanohardness of the Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C coating increases with an 

increase in the amount of B4C reinforcement. The higher 

nanohardness of Ti-6Al-4V-xB4C thin film coatings is caused by 

the finer surface topography, high dense structure in addition 

to the homogeneous dispersal of B4C particles in the coating. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Nanohardness of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C coatings 

with different % of B4C. 

 

3.4.1. Strengthening of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C coatings 

High surface energy and a smaller size of particles in the 

coating were developed into a cluster of particles and 

generated bunches in the coating. During the deposition 

process, some of the nano B4C particles were clustered and 

the size of the cluster was around 100 nanometers. The higher 

volume of B4C particles focus would build the amount of 

particles suspended inside the coating, prompting extra 

particles amalgamated into the coatings that progressively 

improved the strengthening outcome by extra phase 

dispersion. The nano-particles on the coated surface would 

play out the piece of nucleation sites just as dealing with the 

grain developing. In this way, a decrease in the grain size of the 

coatings additionally ended up with grain refinement 

strengthening. On the other hand, by increasing the quantity 

of B4C in the coating, a higher number of particle clusters was 

identified. Further B4C clusters were embedded into the Ti-6Al-

4V-xB4C coating, prompting poor particle dispersion to bring 

about expansion to uniform porous structure. Therefore, the 

reinforcing result by B4C particles distribution was confined by 

the challenge of the on top of 2 mechanisms. Significant 

improvement of the mechanical properties of the coating 

occurred by an imperial dispersion strengthening mechanism 

and grain refinement during coating. Moreover, the B4C 

particles in the coating refined the grain size of the Ti-6Al-4V-

xB4C coatings because of its smaller particle size. Furthermore, 

discussing the indication of dispersion strengthening was 

acknowledged by a dispersed additional phase 

microstructure. On an outset, high nanohardness was 

achieved because of a highly dispersed microstructure. The 

reduction in grain size of the particles produced additional 

grain boundaries surface of the coating which increased the 

surface hardness of the coating reported by Musil (2012). 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The results are summarized as follows:   

• Microstructure studies show that the B4C particles 

were scattered uniformly in the coating and they 

were characterized by SEM, AFM and XRD. 

• The ignition period of the coating was increased 

because of the addition of B4C confirmed by TG/DTA. 

The amount of B4C in the coating has an emotional 

impact on the change of enthalpy for the period of 

decomposition. 

• The DTA result entails a rapid phase transition of 

coating, as a result, mass loss occurs throughout the 

decomposition at the sooner stage. Supplementary, 

it was that in decomposition, the transformation of 

enthalpy affects by a quantity of B4C presence within 

the coating. 

• TiO2, Al2O3, V2O5 and B2O3 layers were identified on the 

coating surface to the diffusion of Ti, Al, V and B4C 

ions with oxygen particles. The oxidization rate of the 

coating was controlled by oxygen content 

transference. The activation energy of coating is the 

key factor to initiate oxidization in the coating. 

• The oxidation behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V-B4C coatings 

was implemented at different stages. A very 

negligible oxidation rate was identified at the initial 

stage. By raising the temperature level up to 600°C, 

the amorphous oxide crust was transformed into the 

crystalline phase. But, with more temperature rising 

up to 700°C, the diffusion tracks were damaged by 

the influence of the oxidization method in order that 

the speed of oxidization was reduced. 

• The inclusions of B4C particles into the coating 

enhance the nanohardness. 
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